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like the marshall mathers lp,beg for mercy faced the same uphill battle. the album was released the same year as jay z's vol. 3.. life and times of s. carter and after all, 50 cent was the de facto leader of the
pack. but after the success of 50's get rich or die tryin, he became the subject of a bidding war among label heads. instead of being relegated to a commercial "bedroom" studio, g-unit was built around a

fully equipped studio with a full crew of producers, engineers, and mixers. this is the thing that separates g-unit from almost every other group. in an interview with hypebeastmagazine, 50 cent was asked if
the group would have been able to make a success if they had not had beg for mercy and the black album. "no. i think we could have made a good album, but it would never be as good as the black album

because i could have a bad album and people wouldn't put it up there with the great albums." but it didn't just last. there's a reason g-unit is a cult and get rich or die tryin' is a classic. an album holds up for
two reasons: the artistry behind the songs, and the star power of the artist. once he became a superstar, 50 cent could throw down with any rapper on any level, and his rhymes were all the better for it.

that's why his solo debut, get rich or die tryin' (fifth ward, get rich or die tryin'), is also a classic. now beg for mercy is. i know this because the g-unit crew is still together and beg for mercy is still constantly
in rotation for me, and i think for most fans, and that's the gold standard for an album.
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other albums that kicked the year's trend: kill 'em with kindness (jeezy), battle of los angeles (mariah), r.i.p. music (t.), strictly 4 my n.g.a.z. (q-tip), the blueprint 3 (jay-z), i am me (him) (mos def), icon (swizz
beatz), the black album (lil wayne), the real slim shady lp (eminem), the game (game), kanye west (kanye west), the college dropout (jay-z), monster (lloyd banks), stillmatic (common), j.m.u. (bishop lamont
williams), the diary (jadakiss), the blueprint 3 (jay-z), and lift off (kanye west). g-unit, the group that brought 50 cent to the national consciousness, has released its debut album, beg for mercy. produced by
kanye west, dr. dre, and p. diddy, the eight-song cd's eight tracks find 50 cent, his homeboy lloyd banks, and fellow queens' native tony yayo spitting off-the-cuff rhymes. the staten island rapper looks to be
a popular figure in hip-hop, and it's a good bet that his profile will continue to grow. he's got a new album and a new album is coming out any day now. this is a major happening. the album was a surprise

success, even more than g.o.d. music's relapse. but beg for mercy is all about being right and taking on the establishment. the best songs on this album are all about taking on the establishment, whether it's
dealing with the media or the government or the record industry. i love "hate it or love it", which is such a perfect flex. "the big picture" really captures the idea of taking on an industry, and "let's get it"

represents the idea that you can't really change the world, but you can change your own life. the video and the track are also a testament to banks' versatility, because he can rap and do some acting, and
he doesn't need to change it up for a video. he also switches to the r&b side of the spectrum on "on fire", which is actually the least successful song on the album, but it's still pretty dope. 5ec8ef588b
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